Derek Prince (1915 Prince ( -2003 , Lester Sumrall (1913 -1996 ; and Frank Hammond (1921 Hammond ( -2005 & Ida Mae Hammond (1925 Hammond ( -1997 ; from the later generation Charles H. Kraft (1932-) , Ed Murphy (1929-) , C. Peter Wagner (1930 Wagner ( -2016 and people belonging to Wagner's circle including Cindy Jacobs (1951-) , George Otis, Jr. (1953-) , and Becca Greenwood (1967-) . These authors were all based in the USA.
11 They belonged to various parts of the Pentecostal and Charismatic traditions, but their writings have not been commissioned by any denomination. 12 Of these Peter Wagner is of special interest to me. Wagner was an unusually prolific writer and his ideas have had global reach. 13 He started out as a cessationist evangelical who believed that God only spoke to people through Scripture, but came to embrace the notion of extra-biblical revelation, of which he considered himself a recipient. 14 Wagner served for thirty years as professor of Church Growth at Fuller Theological Seminary, an influential multi-denominational evangelical seminary in the USA where Charles Kraft also worked. As will be discussed below, this gave him a unique position of authority. 15 Wagner also founded Global Harvest Ministries and the Wagner Leadership
Institute, where he gathered around himself like-minded individuals who helped further propagate his ideas. Many of the works studied here have been subjected to thorough criticism. 16 Theologians have pointed out instances where the practices described by the abovementioned authors and other like them are based on implausible exegesis. 17 Other scholars have noted how these works encourage a climate of fear. 18 The Assemblies of God, an American Pentecostal denomination, has repeatedly warned its members about dangers with too great an interest in identifying demons, and have declared some spiritual warfare teachings to be unbiblical.
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But in spite of the substantial criticism these books continue to sell. Some of the works 11 Prince was born in India to British parents but moved to the USA in 1963. 12 Prince and Sumrall were ordained in the Assemblies of God, a Pentecostal denomination. Prince eventually left his pastorate, presumably because his belief that Christians could be demonized contradicted official AG doctrine (Collins, Exorcism p. 45) . Collins considers Murphy an example of the convergence of Evangelical-Fundamentalist and Charismatic strains of spiritual warfare thought (Exorcism p. 192) , and he considers Wagner to be a "significant departure" from the Charismatic deliverance movement (p. 101). 13 Wagner is said to have authored more than 70 books. (Wagner, Breaking Spiritual Strongholds (1993 In the pages that follow I identify discursive strategies these bestselling authors use to establish authority. I show that they try to make their assertions plausible by anchoring them in Biblical texts, as do other Evangelical authors, 23 but unlike many of their co-religionists they also employ discursive strategies that they share with authors in the Modern Esoteric Tradition: they construct tradition largely by appealing to experience (their own experiences, experiences of other SLSW authors, and the spiritual experiences of non-western peoples) rather than by appealing to established scholarship, and they use language that sounds scientific while neglecting scientific method. 24 They model for their readers a trusting attitude and discourage them from questioning by limiting the number and kind of references to other literature they make.
Some central teachings in the Spiritual Warfare tradition
Central to SLSW is the notion of territorial spirits, "powerful, high-ranking spirit beings that have authority over particular geographic regions of the earth." 25 SLSW authors teach that these territorial spirits are a hindrance to spreading the Gospel, but they can be defeated through warfare prayer. To defeat the demons, it helps if one can identify them by name, which is something that may be accomplished with the aid of 'spiritual mapping'. Wagner & Greenwood offer the following summary of this practice:
Spiritual mapping is the practice of identifying the spiritual conditions at work in a given community, city, or nation. By gathering objective information (including key historical facts such as foundational history, locations of bloodshed, idolatrous practices, key historical leaders, broken covenants, and sexual immorality) and combining it with spiritual impressions (prophecy, revelation, words of knowledge, dreams, and visions), believers can prayerfully By reading up on the history of an area and by receiving wisdom from God, one can identify the powers that rule over an area.
In her guide to Strategic-level spiritual warfare, Rebecca Greenwood gives a list of "root bondages that have powerful effects on a land and its people."
27 It includes War, Trauma, Land violations, Covenants made with darkness, and Freemasonry strongholds. 28 Greenwood also shares with her readers some inside information on the identity of some key demons; one of them is none other than the Queen of Heaven, a term well-known in Roman Catholic circles as a title given the Virgin Mary, but is now revealed to be an evil power:
The Queen of Heaven is a major demonic personality responsible for hatred toward Jewish people and non-acceptance of any denominations that do not focus their worship toward her and the many forms in which she appears. I believe that this adversarial demonic force played a decisive role in the Holocaust.
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To many Christians these claims would seem quite new. SLSW authors claimed however that their belief in territorial demons was supported both by experience and by Scripture. what it actually says about demons. They found that the worldview of biblical authors is much closer to that of 'animist' cultures they had met with on the mission field than to the worldview of Western mainline churches, and they suggest that the New Testament message can hardly be separated from that worldview. 36 Furthermore, the authors claim that the way that New Testament authors viewed the world corresponds better to reality than the worldview colored by the western Enlightenment. SLSW authors claim that there exists an invisible spirit world that animists today are still aware of, and that impacts people today whether they believe in its existence or not. They then proceed to interpret the Bible in light of this assumption and find numerous hitherto neglected references to demons and spirit beings there. They also interpret their own experiences in light of the existence of such beings. Here we have a well-defined case of an evil spiritual being ruling over an area with explicitly proscribed boundaries. Even non-scholars must regard it as significant that this creature is not referred to as the prince of China or the prince of Egypt. Although he defends himself by appealing to his scholarly credentials, Wagner also argues that he doesn't need scientific proof for his claims. As is discussed below, Wagner and other spiritual warfare authors put great weight on their own experiences. Wagner says, "some parts of reality are primarily spiritually discerned, and therefore do not lend themselves to scientific analysis;" indeed, "no scientific evidence can be cited that proves any reality [sic!] that the Holy Spirit exists". 57 In another article he makes the following distinction between anthropology and spiritual mapping: "Anthropology sees culture as it appears to be, while spiritual mapping attempts to see culture as it really is." 58 Wagner assumes the identity of an anthropologist to defend himself against those who criticize his scholarship, but it is not something that generally colors his research.
Construction of Tradition
Hammer describes a similar ambivalent attitude toward science and scientific terminology in the Modern Esoteric tradition, and labels it scientism:
Scientism is the active positioning of one's own claims in relation to the manifestations of any academic scientific discipline, including, but not limited to, the use of technical devices, scientific terminology, mathematical calculations, theories, references and stylistic featureswithout, however, the use of methods generally approved within the scientific community, and without subsequent social acceptance of these manifestations by the mainstream of the scientific community through e.g. peer reviewed publications in academic journals.
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A closer look at SLSW literature gives more examples of this ambivalent attitude toward science. Holvast notes that SLSW authors rarely engage carefully with the works that they cite, they refer to them only in so far as they support their claims. 60 In Spiritual Warfare references to these studies. Curiously, SLSW authors don't even relate to earlier works by colleagues in the movement in a systematic way. They give the impression that as spiritual warfare practices were developing quickly and the Holy Spirit was constantly revealing new truths, there was no need to get bogged down with earlier research. Holvast explains, "The tendency was to go by [the movement's] most recent publications and consensus without necessarily comparing it to previous publications." 63 Of course, in refraining from showing in what respects claims that were previously made within the movement are no longer held to be true, the authors also make it easier for their readers to accept what they write without question. It is typical of the Spiritual Warfare literature studied here that the authors ignore criticism against their claims. In his dictionary article on spiritual warfare, Kraft only includes works that support his perspective, none that question its validity. 64 In his anthology Supernatural Forces in Spiritual Warfare, Wagner actually includes responses to most of the papers included, but none of the responses gives any thoroughgoing criticism of the papers. 65 Wagner claims the moral high ground in refusing to answer criticism from other Evangelicals; "We have no intention to make ourselves look good by making our brothers and sisters in Christ look bad, and you will find none of that in this book." 66 In Spiritual Warfare Strategy he writes, "I welcome the sometimes energized discussions we have been experiencing about strategic-level spiritual warfare", but he doesn't explain on what points he had been criticized. 67 Wagner comes across as fair and balanced, but his readers remain largely unaware of the many points on which he had been criticized; they are not given the opportunity to weigh the arguments to see which are more plausible. Wagner indeed claims he is acting in this respect on divine command: "since 1980 I had received a clear directional mandate from God not to engage in any more polemics." 68 Were he to answer his critics he would be going against the will of God. Whether God discourages scholarly debate or not, when SLSW authors ignore criticism raised against them, they can more easily persuade readers without scholarly training that their views are firmly established. Significantly, authors of Modern Esoteric literature also tend to ignore criticism against their claims; this is part of their discursive strategy; Hammer writes, "many Esoteric texts show little or no overt awareness of the controversial nature of the claims they present, despite the ready availability of opposing views."
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In short, although they at times use academic language, the attitude Wagner and much of the SLSW movement displayed was generally anti-academic. 70 For evangelical readers distrustful of the findings of liberal theologians and critical Bible scholars, this might actually make the warfare authors more credible. The authors are sufficiently established as scholars to allow readers to suspend their disbelief, while standing clearly apart from the scholarly establishment that they have been taught to distrust.
Construction of Tradition: Experiences read in the light of Non-Christian religions
A key assumption lying behind SLSW literature is that there is a spiritual world of which most traditional Christians are unaware, but which other religious traditions recognize. , who on the basis of photographs he had taken in Britain argued that significant archaeological features were found along straight lines, which he called ley lines. This notion was popularized by the English esoteric author John Michell in The View over Atlantis (1969) who connected it with notions of feng shui and filled it with spiritual significance. 77 Greenwood builds on New Age interpretations of ley lines, but claims that these lines rather than conveying positive spiritual energy in fact serve to give Satan control over an area. She continues,
As the Body of Christ, we have the responsibility of breaking the power of these ley lines and claiming the land for the glory of God! Let's no longer allow the enemy to gain further control over our cities, regions and the nations. The 'energies' between power points need to be broken and the land gripped in darkness set free. 78 Greenwood thus builds her Christian practice on a reinterpretation of New Age ideas. Wagner similarly grants that New Age gurus have reliable spiritual knowledge.
Certain people such as shamans, witch doctors, practitioners of Eastern religions, New Age gurus, or professors of the occult on university faculties are examples of the kind of people who may have more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than most Christians have.
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It is strategic for SLSW authors to affirm that at least some of the experiences that people in the New Age movement have reflect spiritual realities. Were they to reject all New Age claims on rationalistic grounds, those same rationalistic arguments could be turned against their own claims as well.
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Like New Age and other Esoteric authors, SLSW authors incorporate various kinds of modern folk religious material including urban legends and conspiracy theories into their scheme. 81 Wagner for example latches on to the Bermuda triangle which he considers to be of spiritual significance, 82 while Kraft and Murphy speak of "satanic ritual abuse," 83 a popular theme among conspiracy theorists in the 1980s in America (most notably in the McMartin pre-school trial). 84 McCloud notes that authors in the SLSW traditions have also latched on to the pop-cultural fascination with ghost stories, with the twist that they reveal the ghosts to in fact be demons. 85 SLSW authors create their tradition by combining material from New Age teachers, popular conspiracy theories, reports from the mission field and a handful of Bible passages that they interpret in their own way. No serious attempts at source criticism are made. 86 This combination of material is presented as constituting a consistent whole, as a true picture of the spiritual realm. While the end result is not as creative as what is found in Modern Esoteric literature, it is clear that SLSW authors have also engaged in a non-historical construction of tradition. Whereas one might have expected that claims that animists and New Age adherents have a better grasp of spiritual realities than Christian theologians would be difficult for their Christian readers to accept, Wagner and other SLSW authors support such claims in part as was noted by questioning the authority of traditional theological scholarship, but primarily by referring to their own experiences. I will look at their use of this discursive strategy next.
Appeal to Experience
Of the various discursive strategies used by SLSW authors studied here, the appeal to experience is most important; the other two (construction of tradition and scientism) follow from it. Their experiences are the lens through which they read scripture, and their experiences are what allow them to question the scholarly establishment.
87 Derek Prince opens his book by referring to the first time he cast out a demon from a Christian; he tells this story in greater detail later on in the same book. 88 Lester Sumrall begins his book by giving a long account of how he set a prisoner in Manila named Clarita free from a demons. 89 Kraft begins Defeating Dark Angels by quoting a thank you letter he had received from 'Karen', who had been delivered from a demon, and writes further on "Having worked with the Holy Spirit to bring deliverance to more than 2,000 Christians -and dealing with many thousands of demons in the process-I want to share with you what God has been teaching me. 90 These authors establish their authority by appealing to their own success in deliverance ministries. They also portray their success in terms of their faithfulness to God's calling. In Christian circles, God is the ultimate source of authority. Wagner bases his authority on divine calling. "While in Manila, the Lord spoke to me in a voice that, although not audible, was almost as clear as if it had been: 'I want you to take leadership in the area of territorial spirits. '" 91 In Breaking Spiritual Strongholds Wagner explains he had originally planned to write another book first, "But God interrupted me and I strongly sensed that I was to do this book on spiritual mapping next because Prince, They shall expel, 9, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] Demons, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Defeating, 5, 13. 91 Wagner, Spiritual Warfare Strategy p. 21. 92 Wagner, Breaking Spiritual Strongholds p. 19. years ago to raise up three hundred thousand men and women who would pray daily and intercede for America." 93 Experiencing a divine call to ministry is nothing unique, but these calls are surprisingly specific and grandiose. Wagner was not only called to spiritual warfare; he was a leading figure in the new apostolic movement that taught that in the end times the Holy Spirit would once again anoint apostles. 94 He in fact considered himself an apostle. 95 Apostles are highest in the earthly hierarchy of the church according to Wagner; 96 readers are led to believe that they are in no position to criticize them. Wagner suggests that most people do not have as exciting callings:
God does not call everyone to frontline spiritual warfare any more than he calls everyone to be a public evangelist or a cross-cultural missionary.
[… ] Only a tiny percentage of those in the Air Force actually fly the warplanes or even ride in them as crew members. The same applies to spiritual warfare. 97 The authors of SLSW tradition often claim to have received information directly from the Holy Spirit; Wagner refers to such messages as rhema words, as distinct from the logos words of Scripture. 98 Thus, Frank Hammond explains that God revealed to them the identity of the 'prince demon' that the devil had assigned over his church: "The prince spirit over the community which I pastored was revealed through a vision from God. The vision revealed a large, octopus-like creature hovering over the community. Across its head was written 'Jealousy'." 99 Wagner claims that there are spiritual powers that govern individual cities and states. He refers to Rita Cabezas, who has a Christian psychology and deliverance ministry, and has learned in part through words of knowledge the names of various members of the demonic hierarchies. Wagner summarizes her findings thus:
She has discovered that directly under satan are six worldwide principalities, named (allowing that this was done in Spanish)… Damian, Asmodeo, Menguelesh, Aris, Beelzebub and Nosferatus. Under each, she reports, are six governors over each nation. … Those over the US are Ralphes, Anoritho, Manchester, Apolion, Deviltook and one who is unnamed.
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How did she come to know this? Wagner explains, Rita Cabezas has done considerable research on the names of the highest levels of the hierarchy of satan. At this point I will not describe her research methodology, except to mention that the beginning stages were associated with her extensive psychological/deliverance practice and that it later evolved into receiving revelatory words of knowledge.
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Among Pentecostals and Charismatics it is widely accepted that people may receive words of knowledge; it is one of the spiritual gifts mentioned by Paul (1 Cor. 12.8). The discernment of spirits (1 Cor. 12.10) is also a spiritual gift that spiritual warfare authors refer to. 102 Wagner has good reasons to believe that his readers would not reject Cabezas's claims off hand. It is perhaps more problematic that the Holy Spirit is not the only supernatural source of knowledge for those engaged in spiritual warfare. In Defeating Dark Angels, Kraft includes a chapter on "Getting information from demons", 103 and in his dictionary article "Spiritual Warfare: A Neocharismatic Perspective" he uses a demon as a source. 104 This practice is supported by reference to Christ's asking the unclean spirit was his name was, and receiving the response "Legion" (Mark 5.9). Wagner offers the following reason for thinking demons may have worthwhile things to say: "Demons are portrayed in the Bible as beings who have personalities and intelligence, and as beings who can and do speak. They are also portrayed as deceivers. It must therefore be concluded that they do possess some valid information." 105 Arnold relates that he knew a minister who used to interview the various demons he cast out of people to determine their hierarchies. He gave up that practice when he discovered that demons lie. 106 Prince relates that in the 1970's some ministers interviewed demons; "in the end this proved disastrous. The group went into serious doctrinal error and some of them died prematurely." 107 Murphy however writes how after he exposed a weak demon named Fear, "I forced him to expose the entire demonic hierarchy working in the woman and in her entire family. I have learned how to keep demons from lying to me, so the 'demon's 'finking' on the other demons was later checked out and proved to be truthful." 108 Thus, SLSW practitioners in some cases identified various demonic hierarchies and territorial demons on the basis of demonic testimonies. This practice among SLSW authors of building up a worldview on the basis of information they claim to have received from demons has striking similarities with Modern Esoteric authors who claim to channel various spirits or "ascended masters". 109 Those who have not made personal context with these celestial beings cannot verify their claims.
"Democratization of privileged experience"
Authors in the SLSW tradition are not unique in claiming privileged access to spiritual information. It is something they have in common with prophets in various religious traditions, and also with Modern Esoteric authors. 110 How are readers to determine whether the spiritual warfare authors are really called by God, whether they have really received words of knowledge, or have accurately discerned the spirits? Wagner's coworker Greenwood recounts how she helped a mother of three avoid divorce. "Over the next three months I prayed for her and her husband. Not only did I ask the Lord to restore their marriage, but I warred over their marriage and began to break every scheme and curse the enemy had placed on this couple." Greenwood reports that her efforts were successful. She concludes, however, We moved to Colorado several months after this occurred, but I firmly believe that she and her family are on the right track and that God will be faithful to bring each of them to the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ.
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Firm belief is good, but if she is going to include this as a success story in her book, one might have expected her to do a follow-up. Greenwood's stance is typical of the authors and their target audience. They encourage faith, faith in scripture, but also faith in fellow Christians. Thus, Wagner characterizes his sources as "sincere, lucid people" and chooses not to question their accounts.
132 He explains, "we validate the authenticity of reported narratives on the basis of the credibility of those who observe them or experience them." 133 In accepting others' claims at face value, the authors are modelling for the readers how they should receive these texts, and show the attitude they should have in their own deliverance ministries: Don't doubt the efficacy of what you're doing, just believe.
Concluding reflections
The SLSW authors studied here seek to establish their authority in various ways: by seeming to ground their views in scripture, the ultimate authority in the eyes of Evangelical readers, by establishing themselves as experts in their fields by appealing both to academic credentials and their own success stories, by referring to those who agree with them and ignoring any dissenting voices, and by encouraging an attitude of faith and discouraging questioning. I have showed that there is considerable overlap between these strategies used by authors in the SLSW tradition and discursive strategies identified by Hammer in Modern Esoteric tradition, namely the construction of tradition, scientism and the appeal to experience. These similarities are perhaps not unexpected; both Modern Esoteric authors and the spiritual warfare authors studied here belonged to the same larger cultural context, one colored by American post-Enlightenment values. It is worth noting that SLSW authors have been criticized by Christian theologians for primarily characterizing the western world in terms of enlightenment rationalism, and neglecting the extent to which it was colored by other tendencies, such as "mystical romanticism" and "'new age' spiritualities." 134 While they warn their readers of the dangers of New Age ideas, and while they on occasion note that they handle similar subject matter as New Age literature, they appear unaware of how much their own attempts at establishing authority had in common with those of New Age authors.
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